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Picture: FirefoxEvolting Firefox Preview, Firefox rebuilt android app, was moving smoothly along, and this week one of its best features received a substantial update. Mozilla added support for browser extensions to Firefox Preview in February, but you could install only one add-on: uBlock Ogin. The latest test versions of
Mozilla for Firefox Preview have added five more add-ons to your mobile browser that can be installed from app settings and all are great:Screenshot: Brendan HesseDark Reader - automatically turns on dark mode for (most) websites, even if the page doesn't normally have one. HTTPS Everywhere - Add HTTPS
encryption to websites whenever possible. NoScript - Warns you about potentially dangerous scripts running on web pages and allows you to decide whether they will run or not. Privacy Badger - Blocks internet trackers hidden on the sites you visit. Search by Picture - Allows you to select and search for images with
reverse images while browsing. G/O Media can receive a commission68% off 2 Years + 3 Months FreeThese new add-ons are available in the latest version firefox preview developer. You can try them earlier by downloading Nightly Build from Google Play. While nightly builds are intended for developers and often suffer
from stability issues, downloading it so that you won't overwrite any other version of Firefox Preview you've installed. If something doesn't work, you can simply uninstall your browser and change back to the more stable version of Firefox Preview that you use before. New add-ons should be available in other versions of
the app soon anyway. install add-onsInstall Firefox Preview Nightly version of the Google Play Store. After the installation is complete, open Firefox Preview Nightly.Tap the More icon with three stacked from the bottom menu. Go to Settings, scroll down to the Advanced tab, and tap Add-ins. Tap + next to the
extension(s) you want to enable. Wait for it to install. [AndroidPolice] Yesterday you showed us your iGoogles, and the boy oh boy was hot. For next week show us your series, we want to take a look at your browser – in particular, Firefox.Last week we asked readers to send us screenshots of their iGoogles, and you
haven't disappointed.... Read moreWhy? Because Lifehacker loves Firefox, and Lifehacker loves its readers. It is natural that we would like to see our readers firefoxes. Hit jump for presentation details. If you want to send Firefox for Screenshot Show Us next Thursday, here's how:Take a screenshot of your browser
window: If you don't know how to take a screenshot of your browser, you can try one of the many screenshot apps that we've highlighted on Lifehacker. Windows users can try Cutting Windows, and if you're a Mac user, our favorite is InstantShot. Make the screenshot as large as you do. Your. but remember, the biggest
images can be in our gallery is 1280px wide, so try to use the space wisely. Also, if you have something particularly cool going on in your Firefox, do your best to make sure we can see in action. Write a brief description of the extensions/themes that make Firefox so great: It doesn't have to be long, but once we're all in
love with what you've achieved with your browser, we'll want to know how to do it for ours. Send us your screen image and description: compose an email to tips from lifehacker.com with the subject title Show us your Firefox, then attach the screenshot and enter the description in the body of the email. G/O Media can get
a commission68% off 2 years + 3 months FreeSimple enough, right? Feel free to tweak Firefox to the content of your heart before you present, but remember, we need a little lead time, so you should try to get your deposit next Wednesday, 12 pst lunch at the latest. Send as many pictures of Firefox as you want, but

remember that one is all we need. I toywith the idea of doing this a wide show us your browser call for comments, but most Lifehacker readers use Firefox, so I decided to go Firefox-specific for it. If there is sufficient demand though, I'll be happy to do a subsequent non-Firefox Show us the browser tour, too, so if you're
interested, let's hear it in the comments. Finally, if you have something good that you want to show off, suggest a show us your theme in the comments. Happy deposit! When Google Chrome's numbers began to appear with similar numbers on a car's travel mileage, more than a few eyebrows were raised. A new stable
version every six weeks? Madness... especially if Google was serious about making progress in the enterprise, where administrators usually seem to be thinking of running the updated software at such a fast pace. Proper implementation of the software is somewhat of an art, after all. And just like a quiet well-painted life,
you can't rush a launch. Mozilla also jumped on the fast-release train. Just over three months after the arrival of Firefox 4 - and less than two months after the 4.01 update - Firefox 5 has landed. What's going on? For most Firefox users, major version upgrades usually mean add-on breaking while developers play catchup. For admins, however, it's a little more complicated. Any breakage or tricks that play with the way web applications behave can cause serious headaches, and assessing whether or not a new version is smooth and implementation takes time. Incremental updates and security patches are easier to manage, requiring
less exhaustive tests before they can be distributed to end users. These patches are no longer part of the picture either. Each new version of Firefox from 5 before marks the end of its predecessor's life. While IT professionals like Mike Mike are left biting their nails, Mozilla's Asa Dotzler says you should not expect Mozilla
to share their concern. Dotzler states that Firefox 2 million consumer plus downloads are mozilla focus, not the relatively small number of businesses installs. Mozilla's pulling himself into the company's leg? Maybe, but it's no big deal. Consider that Mozilla's biggest corporate victory in recent times has been IBM's
migration since 2010 – where it gained about 400,000 new users. At the time, Firefox had 400 million users in total, which made this massive switch only 0.1% of the total number of Mozilla users. A much bigger problem than corporate adoption is following the wave of defections to Google Chrome. The rise of Chrome
meteor idation has steadily eaten away from The Firefox quota, and to counter this change Mozilla needs to itera quickly and respond to changes on the web and competing products as soon as possible. And let's not forget that Mozilla's stated mission is to promote openness, innovation and opportunities on the web. It's
a non-profit organization unlike its competitors, and about the browser developer you'll only find it offers a full manifesto. Philosophy and idealism really matter to Mozilla – even more than revenue and perhaps market share – and there's nothing wrong with choosing not to worry about using the enterprise. Firefox offers
several ways that other programs on your computer can install Firefox extensions, sometimes without your consent. Although you can disable these extensions, you often can't uninstall them through the Firefox Add-ins screen. Mozilla has become more vigilant in protecting users and is now asking if you want to enable
such extensions after they are installed. However, a disabled extension continues to clutter the list of installed extensions. Windows Control Panel If the globally installed extension is a well-behaved piece of software, you'll probably be able to uninstall the extension from the Programs and Features window in Windows
Control Panel. Just do a search for the extension name and uninstall it as if it were any other program. However, this will not always work. In the example above, the extension can only be removed by uninstalling the Full Logitech SetPoint software package. In some cases, an unscrupulous extension may not add any
input to Programs and Features, trying to hide and prevent you from removing it from the system. Firefox Installation Directory The first place to search when an extension cannot be uninstalled from firefox is in the directory Firefox. By default, Firefox is installed at C:\Program Files (x86)\Mozilla Firefox on 64-bit versions
of Windows. On 32-bit versions of Windows, you'll find it in C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox. If you installed Firefox in a custom directory on system, you'll find there instead. Look inside the directory extensions inside the Mozilla Firefox directory. Other apps can add their own extensions to this directory, where they will
be taken over by all Firefox profiles on the system. Note: Leave directory {972ce4c6-7e08-4474-a285-3208198ce6fd} alone! This directory contains the default Firefox theme. Other directories contain Firefox extensions and themes installed globally. You can determine which extension is in a directory by entering the
directory and opening the install.rdf file inside it in a text editor. The install.rdf file will tell you which extension is in a directory. For example, the default Firefox theme install.rdf file contains the default Theme line. To remove a globally installed extension, delete its folder from the extension directory. Windows Registry On
Windows, extensions can also be installed and associated with Firefox through windows registry. To open the registry editor, press the Windows key to open the Start menu, type regedit on the Start menu, and press Enter. (In Windows 8, press the Windows key to access the Start screen, type regedit on the Start
screen, and press Enter.) You'll need to search under three different registry keys for globally installed Firefox extensions: HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Mozilla\Firefox\Extensions\ HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Mozilla\Firefox\Extensions\
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\Mozilla\Firefox\Extensions (64-bit editions of Windows only.)
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